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Now that the darkest day is behind us and Spring is on the horizon, albeit a 
distant one, the urge for the first Newsletter of the year becomes unbearable, 
well at least from my perspective. However, a glance backwards is needed 
before proceeding onto pastures new. 
 
The 2nd edition of the Real Tennis Tournament took place on 27th October and 
where the three prizes - all of the metaphorical variety - on offer were seized 
by the mercurial Rob Gill. Grateful thanks to John Burnett for again organising 
the event. This was followed by the final function of the year, the Annual 
Dinner on 30th November at the Fenners Pavilion. Orchestrated by Ed Dodson 
it was a well-attended and enjoyable affair with excellent cabaret provided by 
Derek Pringle. During the evening the Poppy Cup was presented to Gerald 
Coteman for outstanding achievement whilst George Dean received the 
Endeavour Trophy for, well, endeavour. Anyone thirsting to know the exact 
reasons for these presentations need only ask each recipient for a full 
disclosure. Lastly for 2019 I should record that the excellent sum of £375 was 
raised from the membership and donated to ‘Guide Dogs for the Blind’ and for 
which the Society and I thank all of you who gave a donation. I have made a 
note of the few who didn’t! 
 
Now proceeding forwards, I have completed the fixture list which comprises 10 
Sunday matches and 9 midweek games and may be viewed in full on the 
website. The number of midweek fixtures is reduced by a couple primarily 
because I experienced frustrating player unavailability problems during the last 
couple of seasons and feel that this modest reduction may hopefully ease my 
frustrations! 
 
Turning to Sundays I believe that the unaltered number of matches comprise 
the strongest fixture list yet assembled and at a great variety of attractive 
venues amongst which the Perse School makes a very welcome return. Sadly, 
long-time opponents Highfield Taverners together with the second Holkham 
game have been removed as both clubs feel that we are too strong for them. 
Brand new to the fixture list are Incogniti (1865), Motley Crew (1987) and 
Refreshers (1935). As this is the club’s 35th year there will be the usual five 
yearly celebration game at Fenners currently designated to be against previous 



opponents ‘The Rest of the World’ although should anyone have an exciting 
alternative proposition please do get back to me. 
 
One final fixture matter of no little importance. When we play Chippenham at 
Chippenham Park on Sunday 17th May it will be the club’s 500th match. I hope 
to make this a special occasion and about which I will communicate more 
nearer the time. However, I would hope that as many members, and indeed 
past members, as possible will turn up to join the celebrations so please put 
the date in your diaries now.  
 
Other than wishing Will Hammond well on his journey to South Africa & Kenya 
- presumably for admirable missionary work - I feel that is sufficient stuff for 
the moment. More shortly of-course! 
 
         Phil 
 
         15th January, 2020 
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